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* Inner Vision Trio performing in the garden at St John’s Church Waterloo as part of the 

inaugural Blind Spot Series. From left: Rishi Gulati on sax, Baluji Shrivastav on harmonium and 

Kate Portal on concertina   

http://www.Balujimusicfoundation.org


Overview of the year’s main areas of activity
With the emergence of the pandemic, lockdown from March 2020 and repeated 

restrictions on physical gatherings, our live events, workshop programme and rehearsals 
had to move online. 

★Free online international music workshops for blind and partially sighted 
people led by Baluji Shrivastav OBE and members of the Inner Vision Orchestra on 
Zoom.  “The singing workshop was one of the best things I have done for ages!” Attendee

★Inner Vision Orchestra first studio recording of contribution for Baluji’s new 
album ‘Indian Classical Interactions’ published by ARC Music.  This was the first 
studio recording by the Inner Vision Orchestra and they performed on 9 tracks. The album 
is available to purchase and to stream here. 

★Remote/outdoor rehearsal series for the orchestra

★Inner Vision Orchestra online mini concert series featuring solo performances 
from its members filmed by Eva Maria Spielvogel and broadcast on YouTube Premiere.  

★Launch of our new paid performing circuit of professional blind musicians - 
‘Blind Spot’, with a series of 8 performances in partnership with St John’s Church 
Waterloo and Waterloo Festival supported by the Arts Council. 

★Educational Indian Classical Music Performances with South Asian Arts and 
Mumbai Opera House

★Launch of the new Baluji Music Foundation website, featuring a new section 
devoted to the Inner Vision Orchestra and its musicians

★The Amber trust launched a major new online resource for teaching music to blind 
children ‘Sound Touch’, and Baluji has featured as a teacher in one of their videos.

★Media. Interviews and performances on the BBC and ITV including ‘The joy of 
listening to human voices and snoring dogs’ on BBC World Service

★Grants. We are enormously grateful to the Arts Council, the Worshipful Company 
of Spectaclemakers, Garfield Weston, Chapman Charitable Trust and Charles French for 
their support. 
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Inner Vision Online Music Workshops

As a result of the pandemic Inner Vision workshops moved online. Musicians from 
the orchestra gave a special series of international workshops.  Each workshop was led by 
a different member of the Inner Vision Orchestra and focused on music from  around the 
world, reflecting the diversity of the ensemble. Workshops were free to blind and partially 
sighted people and took place on Zoom and by telephone dial-in. Workshops leaders were 
Ziad Sinno - Arabic Music; Kate Portal - English and Irish Folk; Baluji Shrivastav OBE - 
Indian Music; Kevin Satizabal - Latin American Music; Victoria Oruwari and Remi Abati - 
Highlife Music; Rishi Gulati - American jazz.

We also continued our collaboration of workshops in partnership with Eye Matter 
which took place online, via Zoom and dial-in. These will resume in-person at Edgware 
and Royal Free Hospitals when possible.

Our Inner Vision workshops and performances are a vital part of the work of Baluji 
Music Foundation. They improve the quality of the lives of our participants, also 
promoting a positive image and understanding of blind and partially sighted people. The 
sessions provide opportunities for participants to exchange information, share experiences 
and support each other emotionally.

 

  

Inner Vision Orchestra features on new album
Inner Vision Orchestra recording of new album on ARC Music with Baluji.  

Classical Indian Interactions. This was the first studio recording for the Inner Vision 
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“I really enjoyed the music session last night.  I'm looking 
forward to the next.  It's a great way to engage musically in 

these crazy times”

“Thanks for a fabulous workshop Kevin. Such evocative music and 
really good to get inside the rhythms and sounds more deeply.”

http://www.Balujimusicfoundation.org


Orchestra and they performed on 9 tracks from Antardrishti-Inner Vision. The album is 
was released September 2020 and is available to stream and purchase.

Orchestra rehearsals
It was an unusual year and the orchestra couldn’t always meet in person. The BMF 

set up an online rehearsal series and those that downloaded Jamulus were able to play 
together in real-time. Jamulus is open source networked music performance software that 
enables live rehearsing, jamming and performing with other musicians over the internet. 
Jamulus is written by Volker Fischer and contributors using C++ and is free to use.

As circumstance allowed, rehearsals could also take place in small groups or 
outdoors. Both the BBC and ITV visited rehearsal sessions which took place after the first 
lockdown in July 2020 and their reports can be found here. https://youtu.be/S-
owy182Eh8 and https://youtu.be/lUlfoDubZAU

Inner Vision Orchestra online mini concert series

During the lockdown of 2020 the members of the Inner Vision Orchestra were not 
able to play together for months. This series of concerts streamed on Youtube premiere 
showcased individual musicians from the Inner Vision Orchestra performing solo from 
their homes or outdoors with their own repertoire.

Performances included Remi Abate from Nigeria on sax, vocal and keyboard, vocals 
from Fereshteh Khosroujerdy from Iran, Ziad Sinno on Oud, violin, keyboards and vocals, 
Kate Portal on violin and concertina, Rishi Gulati on sax and Baluji on sitar, dilruba and 
tabla also accompanying throughout the series.  
Concerts are archived here https://youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLfLecCsZpgWkR2q6GxXGTbFyGU0rnBhbf. Extracts will be used to promote 
members of the orchestra on the Inner Vision Section of the new Baluji Music Foundation 
website.

We are very grateful to Self Shooting Production Assistant Eva Maria Spielvogel for 
donating her time and expertise for filming and editing.
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Blind Spot Musical Events

        Blind Spot is a new initiative to promote circuits of regular bookings for 
members of Inner Vision Orchestra and other blind and partially sighted musicians in 
smaller ensembles.  We have a flexible roster of musicians & groups from which venues 
can select and will be rolling this initiative out nationally.

 The inaugural series launched in Summer 2020 with a series of eight performances 
in collaboration with St John’s Church Waterloo and the Waterloo Festival, and was 
supported by the Arts Council. Performances took place at the church and outside or were 
live streamed and continued into Summer 2021.

Early 2021 ‘Blind Spot at St John’s’ performances featured Blind Spot at Picnic 
Sunday in the garden at St John’s  with Baluji Shrivastav OBE, Kate Portal and Rishi 
Gulati;  Acclaimed soprano Victoria Oruwari and pianist and composer Kevin Satizabal 
playing their favourite showtunes at an intimate lunchtime recital in the hall at St John’s 
and a Festive live-streamed performance featuring Ziad Sinno, Victoria Oruwari and 
Baluji Shrivastav.

In December, Inner Vision Orchestra members Abi Baker and Kevin Satizabal and 
Baluji Shrivastav performed with special guest star Oscar Castellino in the 
virtual Commonwealth Resounds Inter-faith Carol Concert. An extract can be seen here 
https://youtu.be/aocqBsO3s2A of the orchestra performing a Goan Carol. 

Indian Classical Music Performances
Performance by Baluji Shrivastav as part of the Bhaithak Live Streamed South Asian 

Arts concert series : https://youtu.be/f2ToTrbRNGA. It was still Spring and Baluji played 
Shudha Basant, Basant, Hari in Raag Kafi and his own composition the CoronaVirus song.

Live concert for Mumbai Opera House as part of their AVID learning public 
education series, accompanied by Linda on tabla. Baluji gave insights on various 
compositions and performed Raag Charukeshi. https://youtu.be/bQYReujdC50.
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Launch of the new Baluji Music Foundation website
Designed on Wix, the new website features a separate section for the Inner Vision 

Orchestra featuring individual bios and performances by all its musicians, links to enable 
people to book Blind Spot performances and workshops, detailed sections with the Baluji 
Music Foundation research and projects, events listings, media coverage and of course a 
lot of footage of performances and music! We have had great feedback from events 
organisers and funding bodies.  https://www.balujimusicfoundation.org/

Partnership with the Amber Trust
The Amber trust launched a major new online resource for teaching music to blind 

children ‘Sound Touch’, and Baluji has featured as a teacher in one of their videos. Sound 
touch is all about inspiring music teachers to show them that everyone can work with 
children with a visual impairment. This video features Joseph, 11 years old, who is blind 
and on the autism spectrum, Baluji, a professional musician and teacher who is also blind, 
and Adam, founder of The Amber Trust. https://ambertrust.app/sound-touch/services/
instrumental-and-vocal-tuition/stories/josephs-story/ and the introductory webinar can 
be found here https://youtu.be/fvEdp63hUUo

Media
The work of the Baluji Music Foundation continues to attract coverage from local 

and national media, which extends our impact and helps promote awareness. Publicity 
over the year included the following:

❖ BBC World Service Outlook Interviewed Fereshteh Khosroujerdy, vocalist in the 
Inner Vision Orchestra about her life in Iran, her journey to the UK and her love of 
music. July 2020 ‘An extraordinary human story’ https://youtu.be/ytpWS-YV_as

❖ Inner Vision Orchestra outdoor rehearsals were filmed by both ITV and BBC 
news as they could meet in person after lockdown. Sally from ITV News came to record 
Inner Vision Orchestra musicians Baluji, Fereshteh Khosroujerdy and Ziad Sinno 
https://youtu.be/lUlfoDubZAU and Wendy Hurrell from BBC news interviewed 
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Baluji, Abi Baker, Kate Portal and Takashi Kikuchi as they rehearsed in the garden 
accompanied by Joyce the guide dog https://youtu.be/S-owy182Eh8

❖ BBC Radio 3 Music Matters interviewed Baluji Shrivastav OBE, Victoria Oruwari, 
Kevin Satizabal and Ziad Sinno https://youtu.be/Mu9EUwhH1Og

 
❖ Chrissie Cochrane was interviewed by DivaMag https://divamag.co.uk/

2021/03/31/meet-the-blind-trans-musician-fighting-discrimination-in-the-industry/
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“It is that pure joy of music and also the fact that as demonstrated in this 
call I’m Colombian, Ziad is from Lebanon and Victoria from Nigeria it is a 

multi-cultural group - obviously it is led by Baluji and there is Indian music at 
its core - but the orchestra has this real sense of inclusiveness. People are 
from different cultures, they are also at different levels of musical ability 
and that means you can be playing alongside musicians that are better than 

you, that are really, really great.  I think it just inspires everybody. I 
particularly felt that when I did the Antardrishti project and I went to India 

and played with some incredible musicians out there.” 

Kevin Satizabal speaking about Inner Vision Orchestra while being interviewed 
on BBC Radio 3 Music Matters (26th September 2020) 

“Working with the Inner Vision Orchestra has been transformational for me. 
The series of summer concerts and the workshops have all been really helpful 
to my work as a musician and helpful to me personally. Particularly during the 

current COVID crisis, this is the only opportunity I have to be actively 
engaged in music making.”  

Remi Abate

http://www.Balujimusicfoundation.org
https://youtu.be/S-owy182Eh8
https://youtu.be/Mu9EUwhH1Og
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We are enormously grateful to the Arts Council, the Worshipful Company of 
Spectaclemakers, Garfield Weston, Chapman Charitable Trust and Charles French for 

their support. 
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